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Information in this slide is taken from RDA: Module 1--Introduction to RDA; Identifying 
Manifestations and Items, developed by Tim Carlton and Jessalyn Zoom. Cooperative 
and Instructional Programs Division, Library of Congress, September 2012. Online at 
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Trainin
g/Module1IntroManifestItemsSept12.doc 
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LC-PCC PS for 5.3. Core Elements. LC practice: When 
(1) identifying a musical work with a title that is not distinctive or (2) recording an 
element to differentiate one authorized access point for a work from the authorized 
access point for another work or from a name for a person, family, or corporate body, 
always add the element to the access point. 
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Hearings were added to 19.2.1.1.1 c) iii) in November 2011.  This was a change from 
AACR2, and it made hearings named corporate bodies.  However, there is a proposal 
(6JSC/ALA/15) to be considered by the JSC in November 2012 that will delete hearings 
from c) iii) and create an entirely new category for “works that record hearings 
conducted by legislative, governmental, and other bodies.”  If approved, as it appears it 
will be, the creator of a hearing will be, as in AACR2, the body that held the hearing.  
Hearings themselves would not be considered to be named entities. 
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Category g) was added to RDA in November 2011.  While a change from AACR2, it was 
already a category included in the LCRIs, so it doesn’t actually reflect any change in 
NACO practice. 
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In the final example, the form of work “Series” is for a bibliographic series of books, not 
for a television series.  For that, you would use “Television program”. 
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“Other distinguishing characteristic of the work” is basically a catchall for anything that 
doesn’t fit into the other elements that can be added to access points (form of work, 
date, or place of origin of the work). 
 
Strauss example: this is an adaptation that is considered to be a new work, but is 
named using the title of the original plus the addition of the title of the adaptation: 
 
6.28.1.6 Operas and Other Dramatic Works with New Text and Title 
If the text, plot, setting, or other verbal element of a musical work is adapted or if a 
new text is supplied, and the title has changed, construct the authorized access point 
representing the work by combining (in this order): 
a) the authorized access point representing the original work 
b) the title of the adaptation, enclosed in parentheses. 
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LC-PCC PS for 6.27.3. LC practice: Identify expressions by adding an expression attribute to the authorized access 
point for the work in the following situations: 
1. music resources (see RDA 6.28.3); 2. sacred scriptures (see RDA 6.30.3); 3. translations (see below) 4. language 
editions (see below) 
When identifying an expression not already represented by a name authority record, do not add another 
characteristic to differentiate one such expression from another expression (e.g., do not differentiate one 
translation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in French from another French translation; do not differentiate one 
arrangement of Berlioz’ Corsaire from another arrangement). Other elements in LC’s bibliographic record (e.g., 
translator, date, medium of performance) are available to the user for selecting a specific expression if desired; RDA 
0.6.3 allows differentiating characteristics to be recorded as separate elements or as part of the authorized access 
points. If there is a name authority record with an authorized access point for an expression that includes an 
additional characteristic LC would not have added, use the form of the access point in that authority record; this 
action is consistent with the LC/PCC policy of using authorized access points in existing name authority records. 
PCC practice: Pending outcome of report/recommendations from the PCC Access Point for Expressions Task Group 
 
Translations 
Identify an expression in a language different from that of the original expression by adding the name of the 
language in subfield $l to the authorized access point for the work. 
When the original expression and one translation are in a compilation, give an analytical authorized access point for 
each expression. If a compilation contains the original expression and more than one translation, give analytical 
authorized access points for the original expression and at least one translation. 
 
Language Editions 
When cataloging a language edition other than the one designated as the original edition, identify the expression by 
adding the name of the language in subfield $l to the authorized access point for the work. See LC-PCC PS 6.2.2.4 for 
the instruction on choosing the preferred title for the work. 
When two language editions are in a compilation, provide analytical authorized access points for each expression. If 
a compilation contains more than two language editions, give analytical authorized access points for the original 
edition and at least one other edition. If the original edition has not already been selected on the basis of one of the 
editions having been received earlier (see LC-PCC PS 6.2.2.4), select the first one in the compilation as the original 
edition for purposes of choosing the preferred title for the work. 
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6.9 Content Type (MARC 336 and/or $h in access points) 
The form of communication through which a work is expressed. Field 336 information 
enables expression of content types from various lists when the authority is for a title 
or name/title. 
 
In bib. records, the content type would be added in $h.  $h is currently not permitted in 
NACO authority records, so catalogers have used $s (Version) instead. 
 
In the examples in this slide, text in black is the authorized access point representing 
the work. 
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046 $k and $l can be used to record the element separately if desired. 
 
Twain, Mark, $d 1835-1910. $t Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. $h Spoken word. $f 
2000 – this expression is read by Jack Lemmon – however, date might not be the best 
addition; perhaps the surname of the reader would be better 
 
Pushkin, Aleksandr Sergeevich, $d 1799-1837. $t Evgeniĭ Onegin. $l English $s (Arndt : 
$f 1978) – there are two English expressions of Pushkin’s work by Walter Arndt; the 
first was published in 1963; in 1978 an extensively revised version was completed, 
which wasn’t published until 1981 
 
In the examples in this slide, text in black is the authorized access point representing 
the work. 
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LC-PCC PS for 6.27.3 

Translations 

Identify an expression in a language different from that of the original expression by 
adding the name of the language in subfield $l to the authorized access point for the 
work. 

When the original expression and one translation are in a compilation, give an 
analytical authorized access point for each expression. If a compilation contains the 
original expression and more than one translation, give analytical authorized access 
points for the original expression and at least one translation. 

  

EXAMPLE 

100 1# $a Macken, JoAnn Early, $d 1953- 

245 10 $a Mail carrier = $b El cartero / $c JoAnn Early Macken. 

700 12 $a Macken, JoAnn Early, $d 1953- $t Mail carrier. 

700 12 $a Macken, JoAnn Early, $d 1953- $t Mail carrier. $l Spanish. 

 

Language Editions 

When cataloging a language edition other than the one designated as the original 
edition, identify the expression by adding the name of the language in subfield $l to the 
authorized access point for the work. See Policy Statement 6.2.2.4 for the instruction 
on choosing the preferred title for the work.  

  

EXAMPLE 
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LC-PCC PS for 6.27.1.9 Appendix 1 
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The first example has the original German language track and a language track in 
English.  The English name for this film is Run Lola Run. 
 
The second example has the original English language track and dubbed versions in 
French and Spanish. 
 
In the RDA examples in this slide, text in black is the authorized access point 
representing the work. 
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In the examples in this slide, text in black is the authorized access point representing 
the work or the part(s) of the work. 
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RDA 9.4  Title of the person includes: Titles of Royalty; Consorts of Royal Persons; 
Children and Grandchildren of Royal Persons; Titles of Nobility; Popes; Bishops, etc.; 
Other Persons of Religious Vocation 
 
NOTE: 368 $d is a new subfield and not yet implemented by OCLC/NACO 
 
RDA 9.6.1  Other designation associated with the person is a term other than a title 
that is associated with a person’s name. 
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RDA 9.6.1  Other designation associated with the person is a term other than a title 
that is associated with a person’s name.    
9.6.1.4  For a Christian saint, record Saint. 
9.6.1.5  For a spirit, record Spirit. 
 
NOTE: The British Library has a proposal to revise 9.6 (6JSC/BL/4, on the JSC working 
documents website) to provide for recording other designations for persons named in 
religious works, fictitious and legendary persons, and non-human entities: 
 
For a person named in a religious work, record an appropriate designation, e.g. Biblical 
figure. For a fictitious or legendary person, record Fictitious character, Legendary 
character, or another appropriate designation. For a non-human entity, record a 
designation for type, species or breed, e.g. Cat. 
 
The proposal would also add a catchall “Other Designation” as a last resort to 
differentiate persons by adding designations such as: Brother of Andrew Lang; Of the 
North Oxford Association; Writer on horsemanship; of Nottingham.  This would restore 
some of the kinds of distinguishing terms allowed by AACR2 22.19. 
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With few exceptions, the instructions for choosing the preferred name for a person are 
the same as what is found in AACR2. 
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There aren’t a huge number of changes from AACR2 to RDA for personal names.  One 
of the main ones is that terms like Jr., Sr., fils, and père and numbers such as II and III 
are now considered an integral part of the person’s name.  In AACR2 they were omitted 
unless needed to distinguish between two or more persons with the same name when 
dates or fuller form of name were not known. 
 
Because Julio Iglesias, Jr.’s birth date is available, in AACR2 the term “Jr.” is not included 
in his heading.  In RDA, terms indicating relationship such as “Jr.” are treated as part of 
the preferred name.  Date of birth is a core element in RDA, so it is still added when 
known. 
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There are some changes in the way dates are recording in RDA from how they were 
included in headings in AACR2. 
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AACR2 22.17A restricts the use of fl. and century dates to before the twentieth century.  
There is no such restriction in RDA. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.3.4.3:  
LC practice: When recording the date in an authorized access point, use “active” and 
“century” rather than the abbreviations “fl.” and “cent.” The term "active" should 
appear before the first period of activity date (e.g., "active 12th century"). 
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LC-PCC PS for 9.3.2.3:  
LC practice/PCC practice: Record the month in English. 
LC practice/PCC practice: Use a hyphen after date of birth when recording the date in 
an authorized access point; do not use the term “born” with the date. 
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LC-PCC PS for 9.3.3.3: 
LC practice/PCC practice: Use a hyphen before the date of death when recording the 
date in an authorized access point; do not use the term “died” with the date. 
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Date of birth and Date of death are core elements, and are always added to newly established 
access points when known. 
 
RDA Appendix B does not contain any abbreviations for months.  Other terms associated with 
dates that are abbreviated in AACR (b., d., fl., cent.) are spelled out if used in RDA records 
because abbreviations should not be used.  “ca.” is replaced by “approximately”. 
 
9.3.2.1  Date of birth is the year a person was born.  Date of birth may also include the month 
and day of the person’s birth 
9.3.2.3  Record the person’s date of birth applying the basic instructions on recording dates 
associated with persons given under 9.3.1.  If the person was born in the same year as another 
person with the same name, record the date of birth in the form [year] [month] [day]. Record 
the month in the language and script preferred by the agency creating the data. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.3.2.3: LC practice/PCC practice: Record the month in English. 
LC practice/PCC practice: Use a hyphen after date of birth when recording the date in an 
authorized access point; do not use the term “born” with the date. 
 
9.3.3.1  Date of death is the year a person died. Date of death may also include the month and 
day of the person's death. 
9.3.3.3  Record the date of death of a deceased person applying the basic instructions on 
recording dates associated with persons given under 9.3.1. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.3.3.3: LC practice/PCC practice: Use a hyphen before the date of death when 
recording the date in an authorized access point; do not use the term “died” with the date. 
 
Note: the various dates associated with a person (birth, death, period of activity) are separate 
elements in RDA.  But because they all map to MARC X00 subfield $d, something extra (e.g., 
“born”, “died”, or a hyphen between, before, or after) is needed when encoding those RDA 
elements in access points to give the dates meaning.   
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RDA Appendix B does not contain any abbreviations for months.  Other terms associated with 
dates that are abbreviated in AACR (b., d., fl., cent.) are spelled out if used in RDA records 
because abbreviations should not be used.  “ca.” is replaced by “approximately”. 
  
9.3.4.3  If the person’s date of birth and date of death are both unknown, record a date or 
range of dates indicative of the person’s period of activity applying the basic instructions on 
recording dates associated with persons given under 9.3.1. 
 
In AACR2, flourished dates are not used for dates within the twentieth century.  There is no 
such limitation on recording years of activity in RDA. 
 
LC Policy Statement 9.3.4.3: LC practice: Use “active” rather than the term “flourished” that 
appears in examples in RDA.  The term "active" should appear before the first period of activity 
date (e.g., "active 12th century"). 
 
 
9.19.1.5  If none of the elements specified under 9.19.1.3 (date of birth and/or death) or 
9.19.1.4 (fuller form of name) is available to distinguish one access point from another, add a 
term indicating period of activity of the person (see 9.3.4). 
Optional Addition  Add a term indicating period of activity of the person even if there is no 
need to distinguish between access points. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.19.1.5: LC practice for Optional addition: Do not apply. 
 
Note: the various dates associated with a person (birth, death, period of activity) are separate 
elements in RDA.  But because they all map to MARC X00 subfield $d, something extra (e.g., 
“born”, “died”, or a hyphen between, before, or after) is needed when encoding those RDA 
elements in access points to give the dates meaning. 
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LCRI 22.19  In general, prefer terms of address over descriptive phrases, descriptive 
phrases over "flourished" date(s), "flourished" date(s) over "century" date(s).  (BL 
practice:  The British Library will generally use "flourished" or "century" dates in 
preference to terms of address; do not change such headings to conform to LC 
practice.)  Also, prefer terms of address and descriptive phrases appearing with the 
name on the chief source of information of the item being cataloged over terms of 
address and descriptive phrases found elsewhere in the item, and prefer terms of 
address and descriptive phrases found in the item over those found in reference 
sources. 
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AACR2 22.18A. If a fuller form of a person’s name is known and if the heading as prescribed by the 
preceding rules does not include all of that fuller form, add the fuller form to distinguish between 
headings that are otherwise identical. Add all the fuller form of the inverted part of the heading and/or 
the fuller form of the entry element, as appropriate. Enclose the addition in parentheses. 
Optionally, make the additions specified above even if they are not needed to distinguish between 
headings. However, when following this option, do not add: 
unused forenames to headings that contain forenames; initials of names that are not part of 
the heading; unused parts of surnames to headings that contain surnames. 
 
LCRI 22.18A. For names that conflict, see 22.17-22.20. Apply the optional provision.  This means adding 
within parentheses the full form of an initial or abbreviation used in the heading when the full form is 
known with certainty.  (In some cases of doubt, do not add the full form.)  Do not search solely to 
discover this information if there is no conflict. When adding the full form, observe the following 
guidelines: 
1)  If the initial occurs in the forename portion of the surname-forename heading, give in the 
parenthetical addition not only the full form but also the other forenames that appear in the forename 
portion of the heading.  However, do not include a particle or prefix that appears in the forename 
portion.  Place the parenthetical addition directly after the forename portion and before any other 
addition (e.g., date, title). 
2)  If the initial occurs in the name entered as a given name, etc., give in the parenthetical addition all the 
names that appear in the heading.  Place the parenthetical addition directly after the given name and 
before any other addition (e.g., date, title). 
3)  For names that are represented in the heading by an abbreviation rather than an initial (cf. LCRI 
22.1B), give in the parenthetical addition the full name for the particular person. 
 
RDA 9.5 Fuller Form of Name. A fuller form of name is a core element when needed to distinguish a 
person from another person with the same name. 
 
9.19.1.4  If neither the date of birth nor the date of death of the person is available to distinguish one 
access point from another (see 9.19.1.3), add a fuller form of the person’s name (see 9.5).  Optional 
Addition  Add a fuller form of name even if there is no need to distinguish between access points. Add 
the fuller form of name before the date of birth and/or death, if applicable. 
LC-PCC PS for 9.19.1.4: LC practice for Optional addition: Do not apply. 
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Based on LCRI 22.18A, when the fuller form of an initial was known, it was added to the 
heading if it was not needed to break a conflict.  In RDA, per LC-PCC PS 9.19.1.4, LC 
catalogers will only add the fuller form to the access point when it is needed to 
differentiate a person with the same name when dates are not available to break the 
conflict.  The fuller form of name will be recorded as a separate element in field 378.  
The PCC policy for the optional addition at RDA 9.19.1.4 is not yet determined. 
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NACO Personal Names FAQ - http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/naco/personnamefaq.html 
 
Catalogers may take into account unestablished headings found in OCLC and may break 
conflicts with those headings when establishing a new name. 
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NACO Personal Names FAQ - http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/naco/personnamefaq.html 
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Profession or Occupation added to a name that consists of a phrase or appellation not 
conveying the idea of a person 
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22.19A1. If neither a fuller form of name nor dates are available to distinguish between identical headings of which 
the entry element is a given name, etc., devise a suitable brief term and add it in parentheses. 
22.19B1. If neither a fuller form of name nor dates are available to distinguish between identical headings of which 
the entry element is a surname, add a qualifier (e.g., term of honour, term of address, title of position or office, 
initials of an academic degree, initials denoting membership in an organization) that appears with the name in works 
by the person or in reference sources. Add the qualifier after the last element of the name. 
 
In RDA 9.19.1.2, titles or other designations added to names are limited to: 
a) a title of royalty (see 9.4.1.4) or nobility (see 9.4.1.5) 
b) the term Saint (see 9.6.1.4) 
c) title of religious rank (see 9.4.1.6-9.4.1.8) 
d) the term Spirit (see 9.6.1.5) 
e) a term indicating profession or occupation (see 9.16) or field of activity of the person (see 9.15), in that order of 
preference, for a person whose name consists of a phrase or appellation not conveying the idea of a person. 
 
9.19.1.6   If none of the elements specified under 9.19.1.3 (date of birth and/or death), 9.19.1.4 (fuller form of 
name), or 9.19.1.5 (period of activity of the person) is available to distinguish one access point from another, add a 
term indicating the profession or occupation of the person (see 9.16). 
 
9.19.1.1   If no suitable addition is available, use the same access point for all persons with the same name, and use 
an undifferentiated name indicator (see 8.11) to designate the name as one that is undifferentiated. 
 
Note: There are no restrictions on using profession as an addition to access points in RDA, which means there will be 
fewer undifferentiated names than in AACR2. 
Note: The parenthetical addition to the access point is encoded in X00 subfield $c. 
Note: F.I.P.S. in the AACR2 example stands for Fellow of the Incorporated Phonographic Society. That George Brown 
authored several shorthand manuals. 

 
Note:  The original release of RDA (9.19.1.7) also allowed the addition of Field of Activity to 
distinguish one access point from another.  However at the November 2011 meeting of the 
Joint Steering Committee, the JSC approved a proposal to remove Field of Activity as a possible 
addition to access points.  This change will be reflected in a future RDA update. 
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RDA 9.0. Persons include fictitious entities. 
 
LC/NACO practice: Apply this chapter to fictitious entities and real non-human entities having roles as 
creators or contributors; continue the current subject cataloging policy for fictitious characters when 
providing subject access points (as described in Subject Headings Manual (SHM) instruction sheet H 1610 
Fictitious characters). Separate authority records will exist in the Library of Congress/NACO Authority File 
and the Library of Congress Subject Headings files. 
 
Include the 667 field shown below in the RDA authority record for the specific fictitious entity. Ensure 
that the 008 coding is correct. 
   
EXAMPLE - RDA authority record 
008/11 value “n”  
008/15 value “b”  
100 1# $a Fletcher, Jessica  
667 ## $a SUBJECT USAGE: This heading is not valid for use as a subject; use a fictitious character 
heading from LCSH. 
 
Note: The JSC will be considering a proposal from the British Library to revise the scope note at 9.0 to: 
Persons include persons named in religious works, fictitious and 
legendary persons, and real non-human entities.  (6JSC/BL/4 - http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/6JSC-BL-
4.pdf).  The proposal would also add new rules to record the element Other Designations Associated 
with Persons: 
 
9.6.1.6 Persons named in religious works 
For a person named in a religious work, record an appropriate designation. 
Example 
   Biblical figure 
9.6.1.7 Fictitious and legendary persons 
For a fictitious or legendary person, record Fictitious character, Legendary character, or another 
appropriate designation. 
9.6.1.8 Non-human entities 
For a non-human entity, record a designation for type, species or breed. 
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In RDA, fictitious entities and real non-human entities can receive access points as creators and 
contributors.  Here are two well known examples of fictitious (and non-human) entities. 
 
AACR2 21.4C. Works erroneously or fictitiously attributed to a person or corporate body 
If responsibility for a work is known to be erroneously or fictitiously attributed to a person, enter under 
the actual personal author or under title if the actual personal author is not known. Make an added entry 
under the heading for the person to whom the authorship is attributed, unless he or she is not a real 
person. 
 The hums of Pooh / by Winnie the Pooh  
 (Written by A.A. Milne)  
 Main entry under the heading for Milne  
 The adventure of the peerless peer / by John H. Watson ; edited by Philip José Farmer  
 (Written by Farmer as if by the fictitious Dr. Watson)  
 Main entry under the heading for Farmer  
 
RDA 9.0. Persons include fictitious entities. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.0: LC/NACO practice: Apply this chapter to fictitious entities and real non-human entities 
having roles as creators or contributors; continue the current subject cataloging policy for fictitious 
characters when providing subject access points (as described in Subject Headings Manual (SHM) 
instruction sheet H 1610 Fictitious characters). Separate authority records will exist in the Library of 
Congress/NACO Authority File and the Library of Congress Subject Headings files. 
 
The name authority record for a fictitious or real non-human entity will be coded to show that the 
heading is not valid for use as a subject. 
 
Note: There doesn’t appear to be a better designator in RDA for Beard’s role than “author.”  In reality, he 
is the author of the book, but he is presented on the resource as the person who collaborated with Miss 
Piggy in some unclear way.  [The Free Online Dictionary defines “as-told-to” as: Written by a professional 
author based on conversations with the subject.] 
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Here’s an example of real non-human entities.  In AACR2 neither Socks nor Buddy could be established 
as name headings, but in RDA they are treated as individuals who can be given access points as creators 
or contributors.  Their name authority records would be coded to say that they are not valid for use as a 
subject heading. 
 
Note the definition of person in the RDA Glossary: Person: An individual or an identity established by an 
individual (either alone or in collaboration with one or more other individuals).  This definition does not 
require that an individual be a human. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.0: LC/NACO practice: Apply this chapter to fictitious entities and real non-human entities 
having roles as creators or contributors; continue the current subject cataloging policy for fictitious 
characters when providing subject access points (as described in Subject Headings Manual (SHM) 
instruction sheet H 1610 Fictitious characters). Separate authority records will exist in the Library of 
Congress/NACO Authority File and the Library of Congress Subject Headings files. 
 
Note about the two headings: 
 
The name “Socks” was judged to not convey the idea of a person. For a person whose name consists of a 
phrase or appellation not conveying the idea of a person, profession or occupation (9.16) is a core 
element and is added to the name of the person (9.19.1.6).  I’ve used the qualifier (Presidential pet) as 
an occupation for Socks.  Other possibilities were “Pet cat”, “Presidential cat”, “White House cat”, 
“Clinton family pet”, etc.  The choice is left to cataloger judgment. 
 
With Buddy the dog, we do have a name that conveys the idea of a person (albeit a canine person), so 
neither profession/occupation nor field of activity are needed or required.  His dates serve to 
differentiate him from other persons known as Buddy. 
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Here’s an example of real non-human entities.  In AACR2 Uggie could not be established as a name 
heading, but in RDA he is treated as an individual who can be given an access points as a creator of a 
work or as a contributor to an expression.  Name authority records for non-human entities will be coded 
to say that they are not valid for use as a subject heading. 
 
Note the definition of person in the RDA Glossary: Person: An individual or an identity established by an 
individual (either alone or in collaboration with one or more other individuals).  This definition does not 
require that an individual be a human. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 9.0: LC/NACO practice: Apply this chapter to fictitious entities and real non-human entities 
having roles as creators or contributors; continue the current subject cataloging policy for fictitious 
characters when providing subject access points (as described in Subject Headings Manual (SHM) 
instruction sheet H 1610 Fictitious characters). Separate authority records will exist in the Library of 
Congress/NACO Authority File and the Library of Congress Subject Headings files. 
 
Note about the two headings: 
 
The name “Socks” was judged to not convey the idea of a person. For a person whose name consists of a 
phrase or appellation not conveying the idea of a person, profession or occupation (9.16) is a core 
element and is added to the name of the person (9.19.1.6).  I’ve used the qualifier (Presidential pet) as 
an occupation for Socks.  Other possibilities were “Pet cat”, “Presidential cat”, “White House cat”, 
“Clinton family pet”, etc.  The choice is left to cataloger judgment. 
 
With Buddy the dog, we do have a name that conveys the idea of a person (albeit a canine person), so 
neither profession/occupation nor field of activity are needed or required.  His dates serve to 
differentiate him from other persons known as Buddy. 
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Determine the authorized access point for the director of the film “Meat.” 
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Establish the access point for the actor Matt Jones. 
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After looking through all of these authority records, you are certain that none of them 
represent your person.  So you look in reference sources online to see if you can find 
more information. 
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Establish the access point for Sheryl Deane 
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10.3  Type of family is a categorization or generic descriptor for the type of family. Record a 
term indicating the type of family using an appropriate term (e.g., Family, Clan, Royal house, 
Dynasty). 
 
10.4  A date associated with the family is a significant date associated with a family. Record 
dates associated with the family applying the instructions given under 9.3, as applicable. 
 
10.5  A place associated with the family is a place where a family resides or has resided or has 
some connection. Record the place or places (e.g., town, city, province, state, country) in which 
the family resides or has resided or has some connection. Record the place name in the form 
prescribed in chapter 16. Abbreviate the names of countries, states, provinces, territories, etc., 
as instructed in appendix B (B.11), as applicable. 
 
10.6  A prominent member of the family is a well-known individual who is a member of a 
family.  Record the name of a prominent member or members of the family in the form of the 
authorized access point representing the person, formulated according to the guidelines and 
instructions given under 9.19.1. 
 
OTHER ELEMENTS THAT ARE NOT CORE 
 
10.7  A hereditary title is a title of nobility, etc., associated with a family.  Record a hereditary 
title associated with the family.  Record the title in direct order in the plural form. 
 
10.8  Family history is information pertaining to the history of a family.   
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Important to note: while RDA provides for the creation and use of descriptive access 
points for family names, the Library of Congress current policy is that RDA family name 
access points will not be used as subjects.  Instead, a family name heading from LCSH 
must be used.  See slides for field 376 in the authority section of this presentation for 
examples of name authority records for a family showing that the access point may not 
be used as an LC subject heading. 
 
LC-PCC PS 10.0: LC practice:  Apply this chapter for distinctive family entities; continue 
the current subject cataloging policy for general family groupings.  Separate authority 
records will exist in the LC/NACO Authority File and LCSH. 
 
RDA family name authority records are being coded with the following: 
008/11 Subject heading system/thesaurus code: n  [Not applicable] 
008/15 Heading use code--subject added entry: b  [Heading not appropriate as subject 
added entry] 
667  SUBJECT USAGE: This heading is not valid for use as a subject; use a family name 
heading from LCSH. 
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There are no separate MARC fields/subfields to encode the separate elements 
Preferred Name and Number of a Conference.  The other core elements all have a place 
to be recorded separately as well as in access points. 
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In RDA there is one instruction for conferences, congresses, meetings, exhibitions, fairs, 
festivals, etc. (11.2.2.11).  This results in the following changes to AACR2: frequency will be 
retained in the preferred name of a conference, congress, meeting, etc. (24.7A1).  Year of 
convocation will be omitted from the preferred name of exhibitions, fairs, festivals, etc. 
(24.8A1), but will be included as an addition to the authorized access point. Location will be 
included as an addition to the authorized access point even if the location is part of the 
preferred name of the body (24.7B4, 24.8B1). 
 
24.7A1.  Omit from the name of a conference, etc. (including that of a conference entered 
subordinately, see 24.13), indications of its number, frequency, or year(s) of convocation. 
 
24.7B4. If the location is part of the name of the conference, etc., do not repeat it. 
 
24.8B1. As instructed in 24.7B, add to the name of an exhibition, fair, festival, etc., its number, 
date, and location. Do not add the date and/or location if they are integral parts of the name.  
  
11.2.2.11  Omit from the name of a conference, congress, meeting, exhibition, fair, festival, 
etc., (including that of a conference, etc., treated as a subordinate body, see 11.2.2.14), 
indications of its number, or year or years of convocation, etc. 
11.13.1.8  Add to the name of a conference, etc. (including that of a conference recorded 
subordinately, see 11.2.2.14), if applicable and readily ascertainable (in this order): a) the 
number of the conference, etc. (see 11.6)  b) the date of the conference, etc. (see 11.4.2)  c) 
the location of the conference, etc. (see 11.3.2) 
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In RDA there is one instruction for conferences, congresses, meetings, exhibitions, fairs, 
festivals, etc. (11.2.2.11).  This results in the following changes to AACR2: frequency will 
be retained in the preferred name of a conference, congress, meeting, etc. (24.7A1).  
Year of convocation will be omitted from the preferred name of exhibitions, fairs, 
festivals, etc. (24.8A1), but will be included as an addition to the authorized access 
point. Location will be included as an addition to the authorized access point even if the 
location is part of the preferred name of the body (24.7B4, 24.8B1). 
 
24.7A1.  Omit from the name of a conference, etc. (including that of a conference 
entered subordinately, see 24.13), indications of its number, frequency, or year(s) of 
convocation. 
 
24.7B4. If the location is part of the name of the conference, etc., do not repeat it. 
 
24.8B1. As instructed in 24.7B, add to the name of an exhibition, fair, festival, etc., its 
number, date, and location. Do not add the date and/or location if they are integral 
parts of the name.  
  
11.2.2.11  Omit from the name of a conference, congress, meeting, exhibition, fair, 
festival, etc., (including that of a conference, etc., treated as a subordinate body, see 
11.2.2.14), indications of its number, or year or years of convocation, etc. 
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24.7B4. If the sessions of a conference, etc., were held in two locations, add both 
names.  
 World Peace Congress (1st : 1949 : Paris, France, and Prague, 
Czechoslovakia)  
 Institute on Diagnostic Problems in Mental Retardation (1957 : Long 
Beach State College and San Francisco State College)  
 
If the sessions of a conference, etc., were held in three or more locations, add the first 
named place followed by etc.  
 International Conference on Alternatives to War (1982 : San Francisco, 
Calif., etc.) 
 
11.13.1.8  If the sessions of a conference, etc., were held in two or more locations, add 
each of the place names. 
 
When included in an access point, multiple locations will be separated by a semicolon 
(RDA E.1.2.4). 
E.1.2.4  Enclose the number, date, and location of a conference, etc., in parentheses. 
Separate the number, date, and location by a space, colon, space. Separate multiple 
locations by a semicolon. 
Enclose the number, date, and location of an exhibition, etc., in parentheses. Separate 
the number, date, and location by a space, colon, space. Separate multiple locations by 
a semicolon. 
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AACR2 21.1B1. A corporate body is an organization or a group of persons that is identified by a particular name and 
that acts, or may act, as an entity. Consider a corporate body to have a name if the words referring to it are a specific 
appellation rather than a general description. Consider a body to have a name if, in a script and language using 
capital letters for proper names, the initial letters of the words referring to it are consistently capitalized, and/or if, 
in a language using articles, the words are always associated with a definite article. Typical examples of corporate 
bodies are associations, institutions, business firms, nonprofit enterprises, governments, government agencies, 
projects and programmes, religious bodies, local church groups identified by the name of the church, and 
conferences. Conferences are meetings of individuals or representatives of various bodies for the purpose of 
discussing and/or acting on topics of common interest, or meetings of representatives of a corporate body that 
constitute its legislative or governing body.  
LCRI 21.1B1. When determining whether a conference has a name, cases arise that exhibit conflicting evidence 
insofar as two of the criteria in the definition of a corporate body are concerned:  capitalization and the definite 
article.  When the phrase is in a language that normally capitalizes each word of a name, even in running text, 
consider a capitalized phrase a name even if it is preceded by an indefinite article. (This statement cannot apply to 
other languages.)   
Another important point to bear in mind when deciding whether a phrase is a name is that the phrase must include 
a word that connotes a meeting: "symposium," "conference," "workshop," "colloquium," etc.  Note: Some notable 
sequential conferences that lack such a term are exceptionally considered to be named, e.g., Darmstädter Gespräch. 
In addition, phrases that combine acronyms or initialisms with the abbreviated or full form of the year are also 
considered to be named. 
 
RDA 11.2.1.1  A name of the corporate body is a word, character, or group of words and/or characters by which a 
corporate body is known. 
11.2.2.1  The preferred name for the corporate body is the name or form of name chosen as the basis for the 
authorized access point representing that body.  
11.7.1.1  Other designation associated with the corporate body is a word, phrase, or abbreviation indicating 
incorporation or legal status of a corporate body, or any term serving to differentiate the body from other corporate 
bodies, persons, etc. 
11.7.1.4  If the preferred name for the body does not convey the idea of a corporate body, record a suitable 
designation in the language preferred by the agency creating the data. 
 
LCRI 21.1B1 was not carried over into the LC Policy Statements.  Therefore a conference in RDA does not have to 
have a word denoting a meeting in its preferred name.  However, a qualifier will need to be added to names of 
conferences that do not convey the idea of a conference. 
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LC-PCC PS for 9.2.2.8. INDIVIDUALS WITH MORE THAN ONE IDENTITY 
LC practice: If an authorized access point is needed for a bibliographic identity recorded 
as a variant name in a 400 field in an AACR2 name authority record, create a separate 
RDA name authority record for that identity. Modify the existing authority record to 
convert the 400 field to a 500 field. 
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This slide indicates how relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies 
associated with a resource are explicitly recorded in AACR2 and RDA (RDA 18-22).  I’ve 
only shown personal name added entries, but the principles apply equally to families 
and corporate bodies and also to entities recorded in 1XX fields. 
 
Differences between AACR2 and RDA encoding: 
 
Designations of function in AACR2 are given in abbreviated form, whereas in RDA 
relationship designators are spelled out. 
 
Specialist catalogers may use MARC 21 relator terms or codes to code specific functions 
in AACR2 access points.  The MARC relator terms are not always identical to RDA 
designators, and there are terms in both lists that don’t have equivalents in the other.  
In RDA, the relationship designators are always spelled out fully.  
 
RDA 18.5.1.3  Record one or more appropriate terms from the list in appendix I with an 
identifier and/or authorized access point representing the person, family, or corporate 
body to indicate the nature of the relationship more specifically than is indicated by the 
defined scope of the relationship element itself. 
If none of the terms listed in appendix I is appropriate or sufficiently specific, use a 
term designating the nature of the relationship as concisely as possible. 
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AACR2 21.28 Related Works 
21.28A1. Apply this rule to a separately catalogued work (see also 1.1B9, 1.5E1a, and 1.9) that has a 
relationship to another work. Such works include: 
 continuations and sequels; supplements; indexes;  
 concordances; incidental music to dramatic works;  
 cadenzas; scenarios, screenplays, etc.; choreographies;  
 librettos and other texts set to music; subseries; 
 special numbers of serials; collections of extracts from serials 
Do not apply this rule to a work that has only a subject relationship to another work.  
For particular types of relationship (e.g., adaptations, revisions, translations), see 21.8-21.27.  
21.28B1. Enter a related work under its own heading (personal author, corporate body, or title) 
according to the appropriate rule in this chapter. Make an added entry (name-title or title, as 
appropriate) for the work to which it is related. 
 
RDA 25.1.1.1  A related work is a work related to the resource being described (e.g., an adaptation, 
commentary, supplement, sequel, part of a larger work). 
25.1.1.3  Reference a related work applying the general guidelines on referencing related works, 
expressions, manifestations, and items given under 24.4.  [Which are: Identifier for the Related Work; 
Authorized Access Point Representing the Related Work; Description (structured or unstructured) of the 
Related Work] 
24.5.1.3  Record an appropriate term from the list in appendix J to indicate the nature of the relationship 
more specifically than is indicated by the defined scope of the relationship element itself.  If none of the 
terms listed in appendix J is appropriate or sufficiently specific, use a term designating the nature of the 
relationship as concisely as possible. When using an unstructured description, indicate the nature of the 
relationship as part of the unstructured description.  Note: RDA appendices are not closed lists.  If a term 
is needed that isn’t in an appendix, the cataloger can devise their own term and notify the JSC for possible 
inclusion in the RDA appendix.  Catalogers can also use other vocabularies. 
Note: in the RDA example in the slide, the unstructured description given in the 500 note field of the 
AACR2 record could also be included in the RDA record, but it’s probably unnecessary when the 
relationship designator has been used with the authorized access point for the related work. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 1.7.1. When subfield $i  for relationship designator is used, it is the first subfield, the first 
word is capitalized, and the subfield ends with a colon. 
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21.14A.  Enter a translation under the heading appropriate to the original. Make an added entry under the heading 
for the translator if appropriate under the provisions of 21.30K1.  
21.30K1. Translators. If the main entry is under the heading for a person, make an added entry under the heading 
for a translator if: a) the translation is in verse or b) the translation is important in its own right or c) the work has 
been translated into the same language more than once or  d) the wording of the chief source of information of the 
item being catalogued implies that the translator is the author or e) the main entry heading may be difficult for 
catalogue users to find (e.g., as with many oriental and medieval works). 
25.5C1.  If the linguistic content of the item being catalogued is different from that of the original (e.g., a translation, 
a dubbed motion picture), add the name of the language of the item to the uniform title. Precede the language by a 
full stop.  
21.30G1. Make an added entry under the heading for a work to which the work being catalogued is closely related 
(see 21.8-21.28 for guidance in specific cases).  NOTE however that in AACR2 for a translation we wouldn’t normally 
make an added entry for the original language expression of the work. 21.14A says nothing about making that kind 
of added entry. 
21.28B1. Enter a related work under its own heading (personal author, corporate body, or title) according to the 
appropriate rule in this chapter. Make an added entry (name-title or title, as appropriate) for the work to which it is 
related. 
 
26.1.1.1  A related expression is an expression related to the expression represented by an identifier, an authorized 
access point, or a description (e.g., a revised version, a translation). 
26.1.1.3  Reference a related expression applying the general guidelines on referencing related works, expressions, 
manifestations, and items given under 24.4.  [Which are: Identifier for the Related Work; Authorized Access Point 
Representing the Related Work; Description (structured or unstructured) of the Related Work] 
24.5.1.3  Record an appropriate term from the list in appendix J to indicate the nature of the relationship more 
specifically than is indicated by the defined scope of the relationship element itself.  If none of the terms listed in 
appendix J is appropriate or sufficiently specific, use a term designating the nature of the relationship as concisely as 
possible. When using an unstructured description, indicate the nature of the relationship as part of the unstructured 
description.  Note: RDA appendices are not closed lists.  If a term is needed that isn’t in an appendix, the cataloger 
can devise their own term and notify the JSC for possible inclusion in the RDA appendix.  Catalogers can also use 
other vocabularies. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 1.7.1. When subfield $i for relationship designator is used, it is the first subfield, the first word is 
capitalized, and the subfield ends with a colon. 
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$i - Relationship information Subfield may contain either a designation of a 
relationship of the entity in a 4XX or 5XX field to the 1XX entity in the record or it may 
contain a textual reference instruction phrase that is to be used for a user display 
indicating the relationship of the 1XX entity in the record to the entity in a 4XX or 5XX 
field. If the subfield contains a Relationship designation, the appropriate reference 
instruction phrase may be derived from it. The relationship may be name to name (if 
only names of persons, families, or corporate bodies are involved) or resource to 
resource (if name/titles or titles are involved).  
Relationship designation: When a tracing field contains a relationship designation in 
subfield $i, control subfield $w/0 contains code r (Relationship designation in subfield 
$i or $4). Code r indicates that the generation of a tag related reference instruction 
phrase in a cross reference display should be suppressed. The content of subfield $i or 
$4 should be used to generate the reference instruction phrase that is used in a cross 
reference display.  
 
LC-PCC PS for 1.7.1: When subfield $i for relationship designator is used, it is the first 
subfield, the first word is capitalized, and the subfield ends with a colon. 
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This is the authority record for Stephen King, showing the use of a relationship 
designator from Appendix K in the reference from his alternate identity (pseudonym) 
Richard Bachman. 
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Reciprocal relationship to the previous slide. 
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Work authority record with relationship designators (taken from RDA Appendix J) 
recorded with the authorized access points for the related works. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 1.7.1: When subfield $i for relationship designator is used, it is the first 
subfield, the first word is capitalized, and the subfield ends with a colon. 
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The reciprocal relationship to the previous slide. 
 
LC-PCC PS for 1.7.1: When subfield $i for relationship designator is used, it is the first 
subfield, the first word is capitalized, and the subfield ends with a colon. 
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If you’d like to see an additional group of examples, have a look at the authority records 
for the individual books in J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings trilogy and the motion 
picture adaptations of them. 
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